Lighter Side
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The Caveman,
Snow and Toilet Paper

s you settle down with this March issue
lives today. As a matter of fact, it seems as
of ArrowTrade to catch up with the latest
if many of the problems and concerns the
archery gear, it certainly doesn’t seem to
cavemen experienced in their lifetimes are
have been a year since the last ATA show issue.
still occurring.
If you are over 50 years old, you are beginning
One cave drawing in particular showed
to realize that the years are a lot shorter than
what appeared to be a caveman running in
they were when you were younger. If you are
front of a large snowstorm while gathering
over 60 years old, the buzzing in your ears is
leaves. This drawing puzzled archaeolothe days flying by and if you are in your 70s or
gists for years until late one night, several
above, your nurse just called and wants you to
years ago, a laboratory phone rang just as
return home; it’s time for your medications and
one of the scientists was getting ready to go
Jell-O.
home. On the other end was his wife, who
Although the time is flying by, some of our
by John Kasun said in a stressful voice, “It is supposed to
human progress is still very slow. For example,
snow tonight. Stop on the way home and
the month of March has a reputation of “comget some extra toilet paper.” It hit him like
ing in like a lion and going out like a lamb.” Simply put, that a bolt of lightning. There were no Walmarts, Sam’s Clubs or
means we can have nasty, dangerous storms followed by Costcos 40,000 years ago, so there was no toilet paper availpleasant weather. It is bound to happen again this year, just able. The caveman and his family used leaves when answeras in years gone by and we will all take the same action in ing Mother Nature’s call. With the storm coming, all the
response.
leaves would be covered with snow and the caveman needed
Looking back on our prehistoric ancestors, we have to quickly stockpile extra leaves.
learned from the drawings and paintings left on cave walls
Thousands of years later, the natural urge to “stock up”
around the world exactly how little we have developed in still burns within our hearts and minds without our really
some areas. Most of those drawings are over 40,000 years knowing or understanding why. With all of the snowstorms
old and while many are simple scratches on stone, others and cold weather we have had over the past several months,
are elaborate paintings, including rare, crude drawings that many grocery store shelves were often depleted of toilet
appeared to move when the light from a torch was slowly paper. Do people naturally want more toilet paper when
passed over them. Some of the more intricate drawings must bad weather hits or does bad weather somehow cause the
have taken weeks or even months to complete.
human body to use the bathroom more? In either case, there
Of course, you must remember that cavemen did not has been a connection over the ages between storms and
have television to distract them, as no evidence of any toilet paper or its substitute.
DirecTV or DISH TV antenna was ever found on the outside
I recently read a medical study of a man who was conof any cave. At one time, it was thought that the caveman stipated for several months and the team of doctors who
may have had cable TV but because there was no paper at were handling his case could not provide him any relief in
that time, the bills were etched on stone tablets. Because the spite of using all the latest techniques and medications.
bills were so large and the tablets so heavy, the cable system It was anyone’s guess if the patient would die or simply
went bankrupt because one could not deliver the huge bills, explode from his condition: something everyone, especially
a situation that occurs even today. I am not sure it really the janitor, hoped to avoid. The doctors were in a meeting
mattered because some cave drawings indicate there wasn’t just as the news of a large storm was predicted on the radio.
anything good on TV anyway.
Everyone’s thoughts immediately turned to their own homes
Neither did the cavemen have smartphones, so they and families, except for one old wrinkled and bent-over docdidn’t waste time texting or surfing the net and they never tor, who stood tall and shouted, “Toilet paper! We will need
had to deal with a constant stream of calls from telemarket- lots of toilet paper!” Apparently, he recalled a similar case
ers trying to sell them a free “I have fallen and I can’t get up” years ago. As the storm hit, the bowels of the world seemed
alert button, lower interest on their credit cards or inform to open and the man was at last relieved. It was as if that day
them they have just won a free Caribbean cruise. Cavemen was predicted on the walls of caves many years ago.
had a lot of time to draw pictures on the cave wall and from
Are you medically prepared? Do you have your toilet
that, we have learned just how much their lives were like our paper?
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